One of the most sophisticated crafts in which the Italian Renaissance expressed its ideal of beauty was the art of cutting and engraving rock crystal. Both in technique and in style it has much in common with gem-engraving. In a gem, a portrait or some other subject is carved in relief or in intaglio in the stone. In a crystal a more elaborate design is cut in intaglio into the transparent and hard substance. In both we have the same process of forcing a strictly expressive line upon a hard . material. de' Bernardi da Castelbolognese, were at the same time medal-or coinmakers. The method of cutting a metal die in the negative for striking a coin and of carving a hard stone were often the same in the sixteenth century. Vasari puts it clearly when he explains that the dies could be carved with wheels "just as intaglio work is done in crystals, jaspers, chalcedonies, and other oriental stones," to make them, "like these stones, sharper." In speaking of gem-engraving itself he also tells us that "those oriental stones are carved with wheels by means of emery, which cuts its way through any sort of hardness of any stone whatever." And he adds that "as the craftsman proceeds he is always testing the intaglio which he is fashioning by means of wax 193
stone, irridescent if irregularly broken, mat if properly cut, and can be reduced to a sheet as thin and as brilliant as glass. In this unique medium light is the chief factor, a light through which a plastic effect can be achieved and a luminous mass created. Moreover, the hard and brilliant surface is an invitation to the artist to draw a sharp design with his diamond point just as the engraver does with his burin on a copper plate. In cutting a vase out of lapis lazuli, agate, or porphyry the artist usually seeks to achieve an effect of monumental proportions. With rock crystal he is more free. He can create the most fantastic forms and entrust to the polished surface of the vessel all the whimsical flights of his imagination.
le xle e Although the tradition of stonecutting had been followed since Roman times in the making of seals and vessels of rock crystal, gemengraving during the Renaissance had origins which were definitely humanistic in character, produced by the classicistic trends of the fifteenth century. de' Bernardi da Castelbolognese, were at the same time medal-or coinmakers. The method of cutting a metal die in the negative for striking a coin and of carving a hard stone were often the same in the sixteenth century. Vasari puts it clearly when he explains that the dies could be carved with wheels "just as intaglio work is done in crystals, jaspers, chalcedonies, and other oriental stones," to make them, "like these stones, sharper." In speaking of gem-engraving itself he also tells us that "those oriental stones are carved with wheels by means of emery, which cuts its way through any sort of hardness of any stone whatever." And he adds that "as the craftsman proceeds he is always testing the intaglio which he is fashioning by means of wax
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